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51. INTRODUCTION 
IT WAS shown in [ 121 that a spectrum (i.e. a sequence of spaces together with maps from the 
suspension of each to the next) gives rise to a (co)-homology theory which satisfies the 
Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms except for the dimension axiom, and that one can obtain cup- 
and cap-products between such theories by the use of an appropriate notion of pairing of 
spectra. As a spectrum is a rather complex notion and as a pairing of spectra is even more 
so, it was suggested by A. S. Shapiro that they might be easier dealt with semisimplicially. 
It is the purpose of this paper to show that, under certain circumstances, this is indeed the 
case. 
There are three parts. 
Part I contains some elementary definitions and results on semisimplicial spectra 
and their homotopy groups. Semisimplicial spectra are defined in $2. They look very much 
like a semisimplicial complex with base point. The main differences are (i) that simplices 
are also allowed to have negative dimensions and (ii) that every simplex a has an infinite 
number of faces d,cr, ~,cx, . (but only a finite number of them are not “at the base point”) 
and an infinite number of degeneracies set, sic(, . . It is also shown how every such spec- 
trum gives rise to a sequence of complexes together with maps from the suspension of each 
to the next. In $3 the join functor for complexes is generalized to a join functor between 
semisimplicial complexes and spectra with values, of course, in the category of spectra. 
Homotopy groups are considered in $4. They are first defined for group spectra and this 
definition is then pulled back to all spectra by means of a functor F, the analogue for spectra 
of Mimer’s free group functor [9]. Weak (homotopy) equivalences for spectra are also 
introduced here. The homotopy sequence of a fibration of spectra is dealt with in $5. 
The purpose of Part II is to obtain a notion of reduced join of two spectra and prove 
some of its basic properties. We start with a discussion of bispectra, i.e., roughly speaking, 
spectra which have also negatively indexed face and degeneracy operators and show that a 
bispectrum gives rise to a sequence of spectra together with maps from the suspension of 
each to the next ($6). In $7 definitions for group bispectra, a functor F, homotopy groups 
and weak (homotopy) equivalences are available, similar to those for spectra. The notion 
t This research was sponsored by U.S. Army Research Office (Durham). 
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of a bispectrum is justified in $8 by the fact that the obvious definition of the join of two 
spectra X and Y yields a bispectrum X * Y. And as, up to homotopy, a group bispectrum 
is completely determined by any one of its associated spectra, one is, in $9, led to define the 
reduced join X A Y of two spectra X and Y as the (- 1)-indexed spectrum associated with 
the group bispectrum F(X* Y). The remainder of the part is devoted to the proof of 
some of the properties one expects of a reduced join, such as 
(a) X, S A X, and X A S have the same (weak homotopy) type (here S denotes the 
sphere spectrum) 
(b) H,(X A Y) satisfies a Ktinneth formula 
(c) X A Y is a kind of universal object for pairings of X and Y. 
In Part III we consider functors on the category of sets with a distinguished element, 
subject to almost no restriction ($12). Such functors induce by dimension-wise application 
functors on the categories of complexes, spectra and bispectra. The main result of this 
part then is that such an induced functor T on the category of spectra has the following 
nice properties 
(d) T preserves weak (homotopy) equivalences ($14) 
(e) up to homotopy, T preserves fibrations ($14) 
(f) T(X A Y), TX A Y and X A TY have the same (weak homotopy) type ($15). 
Combining (d) and (f) with (a) and (b) one gets the following generalization of a result of 
Dold [l] 
(g) H,TX depends only on H,X and T. 
Also, (a), (d) and (f) imply 
(h) TS A X and TX have the same (weak homotopy) type. 
The importance of this last result lies in the fact that it allows one to replace a rather 
complicated reduced join TS A X by the much simpler spectrum TX. This will be exploited 
extensively in a forthcoming paper for the construction of spectra which are rings or 
modules in the sense of [12]. 
We will freely use the notation and terminology of [8]. 
PART I. SEMISIMPLICIAL SPECTRA AND THEIR 
HOMOTOPY GROUPS 
02. SPECTRA 
We start with recalling some definitions and facts concerning (semisimplicial) spectra. 
For more details see [8]. 
DEFINITiON (2.1). A semisimplicial spectrum (or set spectrum or simply spectrum) X 
consists of 
(i) for every integer q a set Xc4, with a distinguished element * (called base point); the 
elements of Xc*, will be called simplices of degree q. 
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(ii) for every integer i 2 0 and every integer q a function di : Xcq, + A’,, _ 1j such that 
di* = * (the i-face operator) and a function si : Xcq, --+ X,,, I) such that si* = * (the i-degfvzn- 
eracy operator). 
These operat; rs are required to satisfy the following axioms : 
I. didj =dj_,di for i<j 
disj = sj_ Idi for i<j 
= identity for i=j,j+ 1 
= sjdi_ I for i>j+ 1 
SiSj = sjsi_ 1 for i >j 
II. For every simplex CI E X all but a finite number of its faces are “at the base point,” 
i.e. dicl = * for all but a finite number of i’s. 
A subspectrum of a spectrum X is a subset of X which is closed under all (face and 
degeneracy) operators. 
A map w : X -+ Y between two spectra is a degree preserving function which commutes 
with all operators. An equioalence is a map which is 1 - 1 onto. 
The category of set spectra and their maps will be denoted by sP/. 
Example (2.2). A useful spectrum is the sphere spectrum S, i.e. the spectrum all of 
whose simplices are degenerate (i.e. of the form sIc( for some i and LY) except one simplex 
4 of degree 0. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that with a spectrum in the above 
sense one may associate a sequence of set complexes with base point together with maps 
from the suspension of each to the next. First we recall the definitions of cone and sus- 
pension. 
DEFINITION (2.3). Let 9, denote the category of set complexes with base point [6] 
and for a complex I, E 9, let * denote the base point of L as well as any of its degeneracies. 
The cone on L then is the complex CL E 9, of which the n-simplices are the appropriate degen- 
eracy of the base point and all pairs (a, q) such that 0 EL, g # *, q r 0 and q + dim c = n. 
The operators are given by 
di(c, 4) = (die, 4) si(“, 4) = tsic, 4) i 5 dim r~ 
= (a, 4 - 1) = (0, 4 + 1) i > dim 0 
whenever this has a meaning and di(u, q) = * otherwise. The suspension of L is defined as 
the complex SL E 9, obtained from CL by identifying, for every c E L, the simplex (a, 0) 
with the appropriate degeneracy of the base point. 
DEFINITION (2.4). For every XE 5$# and integer q we define a complex X, E 9, as 
follows. An n-simplex of X, is any CI E X such that degree c( = n - q, do . . . d,a = * and 
djcz = * for j > n. The base point will be the simplex * E Xc-4, The face and degeneracy 
operators of X, are those induced by the corresponding operators of X. It is not difficult 
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to verify that X, is indeed a set complex, i.e. that for every n-simplex CL E X4 the simplices 
dja and sja are also in X, for 0 I j I n. 
A map w : X--, YE 9/z clearly induces maps wq : X, + Y, E 9,. 
A straightforward computation now yields 
PROPOSITION (2.5). Let X E 9b and let q be an integer. Then there is a unique map 
u:SX,+X,+1E9P, 
such that u(a, 1) = a(e X,, 1) for every simplex a E X,. Moreover this map is natural and 
is 1 - 1 (but not necessarily onto). 
Example (2.6). For the sphere spectrum (2.2) and every integer q 2 0, S, is the semi- 
simplicial q-sphere. In this case the natural map u : SS, -+ S,,, is an equivalence. 
53. THE JOIN OF A COMPLEX AND A SPECTRUM 
A useful way of obtaining new spectra from given ones is by means of the join functor 
* : 9’,, Y# + 9$ defined below 
DEFINITION (3.1). For L E 9, and X E $JG, their join L * X is the spectrum of which 
the simplices of degree n are the base point and all pairs (6, a) with c EL,, ~7 # *, a E XC4,, 
a # * and p + q + 1 = n. The operators are given by 
cI~(cJ., a) = (d,_io, a) ~~(0, a) = (s~-~c, a) i<p 
= (CT, di_,_la) = (6, Si-P- Ia) i>p 
whenever this has a meaning and di(c, a) = * otherwise. Similarly for maps k : L + M E Y, 
and w: X+ YEZ@ a map k*w:L*X+M* YEY~ may be defined by (o,a)-+ 
(ka, wa) whenever this has a meaning and (c, a) -+ * otherwise. 
This join functor is closely related to the “usual” join functor * : Y,, 9, + Y*. We 
recall its definition. 
DEFINITION (3.2). For L, A4 E 9, their join L * A4 E Y, is the complex of which the 
n-simplices are the appropriate degeneracy of the base point and all pairs (c, a) with 
CJ EL,, CJ # *, a E M4, a # * and p + q + 1 = n. The operators are defined as in 3.1. The 
join of two maps in 9’* is also defined as in 3.1. 
A simple calculation now yields the following relation between the two join functors. 
DEFINITION (3.3). Let XE 9#. Then a sequence of subcomplexes Xi c X, is called 
cojhal if 
(i) a E Xi implies a E Xi+ 1 
(ii) a E X implies a s Xi for some q. 
PROPOSITION (3.4). Let L E sP* and X E 9#. Then the subcomplexes L * X, c (L * X), 
form a cofmal sequence. 
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&I. HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF SPECTRA AND WEAK (HOMOTOPY) 
EQUIVALENCES 
We first define homotopy groups for a certain class of spectra, group spectra. 
DEFINITIOK (4.1). A spectrum X is called an (abeliun)group spectrum if Xc4, is an (abelian) 
group for all q and all operators are homomorphisms. Similarly a map w : X+ YE 91 
between two group spectra is called a homomorphism if its restriction to Xc4, is a homo- 
morphism for all q. An isomorphism is a homomorphism which is an equivalence. The 
category of group spectra and homomorphisms will be denoted by 9kG. 
DEFINITION (4.2). Let X E yjjc. Then for all q, X, is a group complex and hence 
satisfies the extension condition [Ill. Its homotopy groups 71,(X4, *) may therefore be 
defined as in [6], 92. As the n-simplices of X, which “have all their faces at the base-point” 
coincide with the (n + I)-simplices of X,+1 with the same property, it readily follows that 
%(Xq, *) = %+l(Xq+l, *) for all n and q 
Therefore it makes sense to define for every integer i 
nlX = ni+,(X,, *) q+i>O 
Similarly we put for a map w : X+ YE 9fiG 
7rfw = 7-ti+qwq : n;x + 7rLY q+i>o 
These definitions for group spectra now will be “pulled back” to set spectra by means 
of the following functor F : 9fi --f Lffi,. 
DEFINITION (4.3). For X E 9fi, (FX)(,, is the (free) group with a generator Fct for 
every c( E Xt4, and one relation F* = * (identity element). The operators are given by 
d,Fa = Fdiu siFcl = Fs,cl i20 
Similarly for a map w : X -+ YE 91 the homomorphism Fw : FX+ FY is given by 
Fa -+ Fwcr for all a E X. 
DEFINITION (4.4). For XE 9fi and every integer i we define nix, the i-th homotopy 
group of X, by 
rriX = n;FX. 
Similarly for a map VJ : X--t YE yi; we put ziw = $Fw. 
The following proposition implies that both definitions of homotopy groups (4.2 and 
4.4) agree for group spectra. 
For a proof see [8]. 
PROPOSITION (4.5). Let XE 9b,. Then the map 
gX : FX ---t X E +GG 
given by FH -+ M for all CY E X is natural and the induced homomorphism 
rcn[gX : rciX = TC;FX -+ TC;X 
is an isomorphism for all i. 
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Easy to define in terms of homotopy groups is the notion of a weak (homotopy) 
equivalence. 
DEFINITION (4.6). A map w : A’-+ YE 9fi is called a weak homotopy equivalence 
(or weak equivalence) if ziw is an isomorphism for all i. 
Examples of weak equivalences are the homomorphism gX : 8’X + X of 4.5 and the 
mapfX: X-+ FX of 4.7 below. For a proof of the latter proposition see [8], $45 and 10. 
PROPOSITION (4.7). Let X E y#;. Then the map 
jX:X+FXE.P$. 
given by c( -+ Fcl for all c1 E X is natural and is a weak equivalence. 
We end with a proposition that is often of use in proving that a certain map is a weak 
equivalence. It is proved by the argument of [8], 5.3. 
PROPOSITION (4.8). Let w : X+ Y E yfi and let Xi c X, and Y; c Y, be a cofinal 
sequence of subcomplexes such that 
(i) w(X$ c Y,’ for all q 
(ii) there is an integer p such that 
7LiWq : ni(X~, *) -+ xi( Yi, *) is an isomorphism for i < +q - p and all q. 
Then w is a weak equivalence. 
For instance using 4.8 and 4.7 one readily shows 
PROPOSITION (4.9). Let w : X--t YE 9/i be a weak equivalence and let L E 9,. Then 
the map iL * w : L * X-+ L * Y is also a weak equivalence. 
55. FIBRATIONS AND THEIR HOMOTOPY SEQUENCES 
We will define fibrations of spectra as what actually should be called “fibrations up to 
homotopy.” 
DEFINITION (5.1). A sequence of maps 
XSYSZ 
in y# is called a$bration if 
(i) v is 1 - 1 (into) and w is onto 
(ii) wvc1 = * for all M. E X, 
(iii) the map induced by Fv 
restr Fv : FX + ker Fw 
is a weak equivalence (ker Fw c FY is the subspectrum consisting of all fi E FY such that 
(Fw) /? = *). 
We now construct the homotopy sequence of a fibration 
DEFINITION (5.2). Let X % Y JG Z be a fibration. Then, for every q, the map (Fw), : 
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(FY), -+ (FZ), E Y, is a fibre map and hence ([6], $3) there is an exact sequence (we omit 
the base points) 
-+ rr,(ker Fw), n,is. n,(FY), D n,(FZ), % 7~,_,(ker Fw), + 
where j : ker Fw -P FY denotes the inclusion. In view of 4.5 the sequence 
+ 7r,(FX)4 n,o, 7r”(F Y), n,o, rc,(FZ), k 7L,_ ,(FX), --+ 
(where aA,q = (- l)“(n,_,(restr Fv),)-18,,q) is also exact. Moreover it is easily verified that 
a;,, = &I+,,,+, for all IZ and q. Hence all these sequences may be combined into one sequence 
+ nix *Iu 7QY liw n,Z 
Ji 
. . . - 71i_1x + . . . 
where ai = al+,,,(i + 4 > 0), called th e h omotopy sequence of the fibration. The maps 8, are 
sometimes referred to as boundary maps. 
Clearly this definition is natural. Also 
PROPOSITION (5.3). The homotopy sequence of a fibration is exact. 
An immediate consequence of 4.5 is 
PROPOSITION (5.4). Let YE 9'bG, let X c Y be a subgroup spectrum and let Y/X be 
the spectrum obtained from Y be identifying two simplices c(, /I E Y whenever U/I-’ E X. 
Then the sequence 
XL YS Y/X 
is a fibration, where j denotes the inclusion and p the identification map. 
It is also not difficult to prove (using 4.8) 
PROPOSITION (5.5). Let YE y”p, let Xc Y be a subspectrum and let Y\X be the 
spectrum obtained from Y by identifying the simplices of X with the appropriate base 
points. Then the sequence 
x5 YA Y\X 
is a fibration, where j denotes the inclusion and p the identification map. 
COROLLARY (5.6). A sequence of maps 
XSYWZ 
in yb is a fibration if and only if 
(i) u is 1 - 1 (into) and w is onto, 
(ii) wucl = * for all CI E X, 
(iii) the map w’ : Z’ -+ Z is a weak equivalence, where Z’ is the spectrum obtained 
from Y be identifying va with * for every CI E X and w’ is the map induced by W. 
Combining this with 4.9 we get 
PROPOSITION (5.7). Let LE Y, and let X G Y J+ Z be a fibration. Then so is the 
sequence 
L*XS L*Y-f=sL*Z. 
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PART II. BISPECTRA AND THE REDUCED JOIN 
OF TWO SPECTRA 
96. BISPECTRA 
It turns out to be convenient, before dealing with the reduced join of two spectra, to 
introduce the notion of a bispectrum. This is, roughly speaking, a spectrum which has also 
negatively indexed operators. To be precise 
DEFINITION (6.1). A bispectrum V consists of 
(i) for every integer q a set Vc4, with a distinguished element * (called base point); the 
elements of Vc4, will be called simplices of bidegree q. 
(ii) for euery integer i and every integer q a function di : V& --+ V,,_ 1j such that d;* = * 
(the i-face operator) and a function sI : V&, -+ Vtqflj such that si* = * (the i-degeneracy 
operator). 
These operators are required to satisfy the following axioms : 
I. d;d; = d;_,d; for i <j 
d;s; = s;_,d; for i<j 
= identity fori=j,j+l 
= s;d;_ 1 fori>j+l 
I, ,I sisj = sjsi- 1 for i>j 
II. For every simplex y E: V all but a finite number of its faces are “at the base point,” i.e. 
diy = * for all but a finite number of i’s. 
Subbispectra, maps of bispectra and equivalences are defined in the obvious manner 
(see 2.1). The category of bispectra and their maps will be denoted by Yfi’. 
Just as a spectrum gives rise to a sequence of complexes together with maps from the 
suspension of each to the next, so one can associate with a bispectrum a sequence of spectra 
together with maps from the suspension of each to the next. First the appropriate definitions 
of cone and suspension of a spectrum. 
DEFINITION (6.2). For XE 9# the cone on X is the spectrum CX which has as sim- 
plices of degree n the base point and all pairs (p, a) such that p 2 0, c1 E X, GI # * and 
p + degree c1= n. The operators are given by 
di(p. a> = (P - 1, Co si(P, a) = (P + 1, a) i<p 
(Ps di-px) (P9 si-p”l> i2p 
whenever this has a meaning and di(p, CC) = * otherwise. The suspension of X is defined as 
the spectrum SX obtained from CX by identifying, for every c1 E X, the simplex (0, a) with 
the appropriate base point. 
DEFINITION (6.3). For every V E Yb2 and integer q we define a spectrum Vq as follows. 
A simplex of V, of degree n is any simplex y E V of bidegree n - q such that d;y = * for 
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j < --q. The operators are given by 
diy = d;_, siy = s;-, i20 
Similarly a map t : V -+ WE 9)” induces maps t4 : Vq + W, E .L$+. 
A simple calculation now yields 
PROPOSITION (6.4). Let V E +” and let y be an integer. Then there is a unique map 
uq: sv,+ v,,, Eqg 
such that uq( 1, y) = Y(EV~+ 1) for every simplex y E V,. Moreover this map is natural and 
is 1 - 1 (but not necessarily onto). 
97. HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF BISPECTRA AND WEAK (HOMOTOPY) 
EQUIVALENCES 
As for spectra, homotopy groups will first be defined for a certain class of bispectra, 
group bispectra. 
DEFINITION (7.1). A bispectrum V is called a group bispectrum if v(q) is a group for 
all q and all operators are homomorphisms. Homomorphisms and isomorphisms of bispectra 
are defined in the obvious manner (see 4.1) and the category of group bispectra and their 
homomorphisms will be denoted by 9fiz. 
DEFINITION (7.2). Let VE 9&. ’ Then, for all q, V, is a group spectrum and in the 
notation of 94 
%1/q = n;+1v,+, for all II and 4. 
Therefore it makes sense to define for every integer i 
and similarly for a map t : V --+ W E 94;. 
7L;t = 71;+$, : n;v-+ 7L;w 
These definitions for group bispectra will now be “pulled back” by means of the 
following functor F : Yb2 + Ybi. 
DEFINITION (7.3). For V E Yh2, (FV)(,, is the (free) group with a generator Fy for 
every y E Vc4, and one relation F* = * (identity element). The operators are given by 
dfFy = Fd;y sfFy = Fs;y 
Similarly for a map t : V + WE 9$$’ the homomorphism Ft : FV+ FW is given by 
Fy + Fty for all y E V. 
DEFINITION (7.4). For V E 94” and every integer i we define nil/, the i-th homotopy 
group of V, by 
nil/ = nfFV 
Similarly for a map t : V -+ WE 9b2 we put nit = rcjFt. 
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The following proposition implies that both definitions of homotopy groups (7.2 and 
7.4) agree for group bispectra. It is a ready consequence of 4.5 and 7.8 below 
PROPOSITION (7.5). Let V E Y#;?;. Then the map 
gv : FV -+ v E Y/i 
given by Fy -+ y for all y E V is natural and the induced homomorphism 
7cjgV : 7ciV = 7c;w -+ 7ri’V 
is an isomorphism for all i. 
In the category Yj2 one also has a notion of weak equivalence. 
DEFINITION (7.6). A map t : V--t WE L$h 2 is called a weak homotopy equivalence 
(or weak equivalence) if nit is an isomorphism for all i. 
Examples are the homomorphism gV : ZW+ V of 7.5 and the map fV : V-+ FV of 
7.9 below. 
Analogously to 4.8 one has 
DEFINITION (7.7). Let V E Yb’. Then a sequence of subspectra V,’ c V, is called 
cqjinal if 
(i) y E Vi implies y E V,l,, 
(ii) y E V implies y E V,’ for some 4. 
PROPOSIUON (7.8). Let t : V + WE Y#” and let V,l c V, and W,’ c W, be cofinal 
sequences of subspectra such that 
(i) t(V,‘)c Wq’ for all 4 
(ii) nit, : nil/d+ niW,l is an isomorphism for all 4 and i. 
Then t is a weak equivalence. 
The proof is straightforward. 
COROLLARY (7.9). Let V E 9)i”. Then the map 
fV: V’--rFVEY~2 
given by y -+ Fy for all y E V is natural and is a weak equivalence. 
Another easy consequence of the definitions is 
PROPOSITION (7.10). Let t : V ---) W E Yfiz and let q be an integer. Then t is a weak 
equivalence if and only if the map tq : V, -+ W, E YbG is so. 
58. THE JOIN OF TWO SPECTRA 
It was remarked in the introduction that the notion of a bispectrum is justified by the 
fact that the obvious definition of a join of two spectra yields a bispectrum. We now define 
this join functor * : 9/, 9/ L + Lf??’ and prove some of its basic properties. 
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DEFINITION (8.1). For X, YE gb their join X* Y is the bispectrum of which the 
simplices of bidegree IZ are the base point and all pairs (c(, /3) with c1 E Xcp,, CI # *, /? E Ycqp 
/? # * and p + q + 1 = n. The operators are given by 
dl(a, P) = Cdp-iC(, El SK& P> = (s,-6% P> ilp 
= CR, di--p- lb) = (4 si-p- ID) i>p 
whenever this has a meaning and d,‘(cc, /J) = * otherwise. Similarly for maps v : X--t X’, 
w: Y--+ Y’Eybamapv*w: X * Y--f X’ * Y’ E yb2 may be defined by (tl, /II) + (UC& w/?) 
whenever this has a meaning and (c(, /I) ---f * otherwise. 
This join functor is closely related to the join functor * : Y,, 5$4 -+ Yk In fact a 
simple calculation yields 
PROPOSITION (8.2). Let X, Y E &$#. Then the subspectra X, * Y c (X * Y), form a 
cofinal sequence. 
An important property of the join functor is that, for X, YE y+, the group bispectra 
F(X * Y) and F( Y * X) are naturally isomorphic. The proof will use the following duality 
functor. 
DEFINITION (8.3). For V E yfiz its dual is the bispectrum DV which has a simplex Dy 
of bidegree 12 for every y E Vcn,. The operators are given by 
dfDy = Dd:,_iy sIDy = DS~_iy 
Similarly for a map t : V-+ WE 9fi2 its dual Dt : DV-+ D W E 9$.” is given by 
Dy + Dty for all y E K 
Clearly 
PROPOSITION (8.4). The iterated functor D2 : .TQ’ -+ 9f2” is naturally equivalent 
with the identity functor of y#“. 
PROPOSITION (8.5). Let X, YE y+. Then the map 
d:X*Y+D(Y*X)+$c2 
given by (a, B) -+ D(p, cc) for all (c(, /I) E X * Y, is natural and is an equivalence. 
Harder to prove is 
PROPOSITION. (8.6). Let VE 9/‘. Then there exists an isomorphism 
e:FDV-+FV 
which is natural and is such that the composite map 
F(S * S) 3 FD(S * S) s F(S * S) 
is the identity. 
COROLLARY (8.7). For X, YE yb the composite map 
F(X * Y) -=+FD(Y*X)%F(Y*X) 
is natural and is an isomorphism. 
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Proof of proposition 8.6. For L E 9’* let DL E 9, denote the complex which has an 
n-simplex Do for every G EL,, and of which the operators are defined as in 8.3. If FL 
denotes the “loops on the suspension” of L in the sense of hlilnor [9], then we essentially 
will show that there exists a natural isomorphism FDL -+ FL which is compatible with 
two-sided double suspension. Simultaneous application of this isomorphism to the com- 
plexes (VP), with p odd then yields the desired isomorphism FDV + FV. The details are 
as follows. 
For 0 EL, and integers i,,j 2 0 with i + j = n let ej,ic E FL be inductively defined by 
e,,io = Fa 
el,ifJ = (Sidi+ 1Fa)(Fa)-‘(SidiFo) 
ej,ic = (ej-l,i+lSOdja)(ej-Z,i+,a)-‘(ej-l,iSj-IdOg) j>l 
A straightforward calculation then yields 
(i) for 0 I i I n 
die,@ = e,_l,Od,-io %G,o~ = en+l,OSn-ib 
(ii) if d,o = d,a = d,_lo = d&n > 3), then 
e,,,a = en-4,2c 
(iii) e,,,o is of the form p(Fc~)* ‘2 where p and r are words in degenerate simplices and 
their inverses and hence (FL),, is freely generated by the elements e,,oa where a EL, and 
a # *. 
Now let y E Vcs, and let p be such that y E (V,>,. Then (ii) implies that the simplices 
e2g+q,oy E F((Q,> and e2g+4+q,0Y E F((&+2),+2) 
coincide when considered as simplices of FV. Combining this with (i) one gets the existence 
of a unique homomorphism e : FDV-+ FV such that eFDy = e2p+4,0y for every integer q, 
simplex y E Vc4, and odd integer p with y E (V,)p. Obviously this map is natural. That it is 
an isomorphism follows from (iii) and that it has the desired property with respect to the 
bispectrum S * S is due to the requirement that p be odd. 
We end with proving that the join functor preserves weak equivalences. 
PROPOSITION (8.8). If w : X-+ Y and w : x’ --+ Y’ E 9# are weak equivalences, then 
so is their join w * w’ E L+“. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this only in the two cases :
(i) w = identity map; the proposition then is an immediate consequence of 4.9, 7.8 
and 8.2 
(ii) w’ = identity map; the proposition now follows from 8.6 and case (i). 
59. THE REDUCED JOIN OF THE SPECTRA 
We start with showing that, up to homotopy, there are as many bispectra as spectra, 
or more precisely that, modulo weak equivalences, the functors 
F(S*):g++; and ( )_I : 9#& 9# 
are inverse to each other. 
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PROPOSITION (9.1). Let X E y+. Then the map 
a : x + (F(S * X))-, E 9fi 
given by a --+ F(4, IZ) for all a E X, is natural and is a weak equivalence 
Proof. For V E 9fi2 let lim IT. r+qVq be the direct limit of the sequence 
jni+q q V 
&+,+1-l 
’ 71i+q+lsv* 
*i+q+,uq 
’ 71i+q+l qfl + V 
where u, is as in 6.4 and i3i+,+l is the boundary map of the homotopy 
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sequence of the 
fibration V, 2 CV, 5 SV, (ja = (0, a) for all CI E V, andp is the identification), which is an iso- 
morphism. Then the inclusion maps FV, --f (FV), induce an isomorphism Zim TC~+~V~ -+ ziV 
which is natural. If V = F(S * X), then xi+q+ 1 4 u is an isomorphism for all i and q and if 
V = S * X, then uq is an equivalence for 4 2 - I and all i. As f (S * X) is a weak equivalence 
this implies that (f (S * X)), . IS so for q 2 - 1 and the proposition now follows from the fact 
that the map X--+ (S * X)_ 1 given by CI --+ (4, a) for all CI E X, is an equivalence. 
PROPOSITION (9.2). Let V E L$@. Then the map 
6: F(S* V_,)+ v++; 
given by 44, a) + a for all CI E V_ 1, is natural and is a weak equivalence. 
ProoJ This is an immediate consequence of 7.10, 9.1 and the fact that the identity map 
of V_ 1 admits a factorization 
v-, L (F(S* v-‘-))_I * I/_, 
In view of 9.1 and 9.2 the obvious definition for some notion of a join of two spectra X 
and Y which is again a spectrum (and not a bispectrum such a X * Y or F(X * Y)) is 
DEFINITION (9.3). For X, YE yfi their reducedjoin X A Y is the spectrum defined by 
x A Y = (F(X * Y))-, 
Similarly maps W, w’ E 9b induce a map w A w’ = (F(w * w’))_ 1 
Clearly 
PROPOSITION (9.4). Let X E yfi. Then the maps 
a:X+Sr\XE9JJ 
~‘=~_,(F~)_,~:X--,XASE~~ 
are natural and are weak equivalences. For X = S they coincide. 
The following propositions are easy consequences of 8.6 and 8.7 and of 7.10 and 8.9. 
PROPOSITION (9.5). Let X, YE y#. Then the map 
e_ ,(Fd)_ ,:x/\ Y--,YAXESf& 
is natural and is an isomorphism. For X = Y = S it is the identity. 
PROPOSITION (9.6). The reduced join functor preserves weak equivalences. 
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$10. A KUNNETH FORMULA 
The purpose of this section is to show that the homology of the reduced join satisfies a 
Kiinneth formula. 
DEFINITION (10.1). For XE 9b let C,X = {C,X, a,> denote the chain complex in 
which C,X is the (free) abelian group with a generator Ca for every a E X(,,, and one relation 
C* = *, and 8” is the homomorphism given by 
a,ca = C( - l)“+‘C& 
The n-th homology group of X is then the group H,,X defined by H,X = H,,C,X. A map 
w : X--t YE 9# clearly induces homomorphisms H,,w : H, X 4 H, Y. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION (10.2). Let X, YE 9& Then there exists an exact sequence 
0 +,+zn (HiX @ HjY) + H,(X A Y) -+ C Tor(HiX, HjY) + 0 
i+j=n-1 
which is natural and splits. 
In the proof we will need the following propositions which are not difficult to verify. 
PROPOSITION (10.3). Let w : X + YE Z$+ be a weak equivalence. Then 
H,w:H,,X w H,Y for all n 
10.4. Let X E 9$ Then the map i : C, X-+ C,SX given by Ca ----, C(1, a) for all 
CI E X is a chain map raising degrees by one and induces isomorphisms 
H,X z H,,+lSX for all 12. 
Proof of proposition 10.2. It suffices to show that the groups H,(X A Y) and 
H,(C,X @ C, Y) are naturally isomorphic. This is done in three steps :
(i) For V E 9#” let C, V = (C,,V, a,} denote the chain complex in which C,,V is the 
(free) abelian group with a generator Cy for every y E Vcn, and one relation C* = * and 8, 
is the homomorphism given by a,Cy =C( - l)“+‘Cdiy for all y E V(“,. If Vi c V form a 
cofinal sequence, then, disregarding the gradation, C, V is the direct limit of the sequence 
-+ c*v; 2 c*sv; C*(restruq) b c*v;+ 1 
Taking V = F(X * Y) and Vi = V, it now readily follows from 10.3 and 10.4 that the map 
C*(X A Y) + C,F(X * Y) induced by the inclusion of X A Y in F(X * Y) is a chain map 
which raises degrees by one and induces isomorphisms 
H,(X A Y) w H,+tC,F(X * Y) for all n. 
(ii) For V E 9h2, C,V and CJV’ are (see (i)) direct limits of sequences involving the 
chain complexes C* V, and ChFVq respectively and the fact that f I’, : V, + FV, is a weak 
equivalence, combined with 10.3 implies that the chain map C, f V : C* V + C*FV induces 
isomorphisms H,C, V E H,C,FV. Taking V = X * Y we get 
H,+IC,(X * Y) = H,+1C,F(X * Y) for all n. 
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(iii) The chain map C,X 0 C, Y --+ C*(X* Y) given by 
cc7 0 cp --+ (- l)%(a, /I> p = 4n, 4n + 1 
Ca@C~-F(-l)P~+qCI,/j) p = 4n + 2,4n + 3 
for all c1 E XcP, and p E Ycq, is readily verified to be an isomorphism raising degrees by one 
and hence induces isomorphisms 
H,(C*X 0 C*Y) % H,+ ,C*(X * Y) for all n. 
$11. PAIRINGS 
A justification for introducing the notion of reduced join is the fact that a map 
w : X A Y--f 2 E 9) gives rise to a pairing of Y with X to Z. in the sense of [12]. 
In order to make this statement precise we define for V’ E .J$.#& cx E V and every integer 
q a simplex l,a E V by 
t,a = a if q + bidegree CI is even and djcc = * for i 2 -q 
t,cr = (t,_,a)-‘s;d;tq_la otherwise 
Then a lengthy but straightforward calculation yields that for every pair of integers p and q 
the function t, induces a map (denoted by the same symbol) 
ry : (vq>p - (~q-l),+l E p* 
We then have 
PROPOSITION (11.1). Let w : X A Y -+ Z E 91 and for every pair of integers p, q let 
W q,p : xq * yp - zq+p+ 1 E 9, denote the composite map 
l-(X * Y) x,* Y,----((F(X* Y)),),~ . . qx A Y),,,,, w4+p+:zq+p+l 
Then the u’~,~ form a pairing of Y with X to Z in the sense of [12]. (The different indexing 
is due to the fact that X, * YP has the same weak homotopy type as X, A SY,.) 
Proof: Let I/ = F(X * Y) and u =f(X * Y). Then the following diagram commutes for 
all i and j 
s((K)j) A (V). LJft 
I I 
s((K- l)j+ I> A (vi- l)j+2 
and the first part of the proposition therefore follows from the commutativity of the 
diagram 
SW, * yp> 
I 
-LXq*SYp x9*“~xq*Yp+, 
I 
i 
S((U,),) 
S(( v,>,> u 
I (%)P + I
’ cv,>,+ 1 
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where i is the natural equivalence given by 
((6, r), 1) -+ (a, (r, 1)) for all (0,~) E X, * Y,. 
In the proof of the other half a complication arises due to the fact that S(X, * Y,) and 
SX, * Yp are not naturally equivalent (in 9,). However if (- l)p : (V,),, 1 --, (V,),, 1 is 
the identity for p even and sends every simplex into its inverse for p odd, and if R denotes 
the geometric realization functor [lo], then it suffices to prove that the geometric realizations 
of the composite maps 
S(X, * Y,) so,) S(( v,),) &(V) 4 P+l (-1)1 <&>,+I 
sx,* Y,_X q+1* Yp (“q+‘)p ) (vq+l)p*L (Vq),+, 
become homotopic if RS(X, * Y,> and R(SX, * Y,) are identified under their natural 
homeomorphism. To do this let M E Y* be the complex of which the n-simplices are the 
appropriate degeneracy of the base point and all triples (j, 8, k) where p E X, * Y,, /I # *, 
- 1 I j 2 dim /I, k r 1 and k + dim fi = n and the operators are given by 
di(j, BP k) = (j - 1, dip, k) %(j, P, k) = (j + 1, sip, k) for i < j 
= (j, di-$, k) = (j, si-kfi, k) for i>j+k 
=(j, P, k - 1) = (j, P, k f 1) otherwise 
Then h4 is a kind of prism which looks like S(X, * Y,) at one end and like SXq * Yp at the 
other. In fact it is not difficult to verify that RM is naturally homeomorphic to 
RS(Z A (X, * Y,)) and that the maps S(X, * Y,) -+ M and SX, * Y, + M given by 
(J3, 1) + (dim fl, p, 1) and (((T, l), r) --t (- 1, (c, r), 1) are 1 - 1 into. Now let 
h : A!--, <v,>,+, E Y, be the map given by (j, /3, 1) 3 (tq-j-,FB)-’ for all /3 E X, * Yp and 
j, then a straightforward calculation yields that the realization Rh is the desired homotopy. 
PART III. DEGREE-WISE DEFINED FUNCTORS 
$12. CONVERGENT FUNCTORS 
Under rather weak conditions a functor on sets induces, by degree-wise application, 
functors on set complexes, spectra and bispectra. To be more exact 
DEFINITION (12.1). Let M* be the category of sets with a distinguished element *. 
A comergent functor then will be a covariant functor T : A* -+ .A?, such that 
(i) T{*} = (*} (= set containing one element) 
(ii) T commutes with direct limits of directed systems [4]. 
Clearly 
PROPOSITION (12.2). The composition of two convergent functors is again a convergent 
functor. 
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EXAMPLES (12.3). Let F be the functor which assigns to every set M E JY* the (free) 
group with a generator F,u for every p M and one relation F* = * (= identity element), let 
A be the functor which assigns to every group its abelianization and let G be an abelian 
group. Then the functors F, AF and G @ AF (or more precisely their compositions with the 
functor “underlying set of”) are convergent functors. 
DEFINITION (12.4). Let T : JZ* + &Y* be a convergent functor. Then we mean by the 
induced functors 
T: .!Y’,-+P’*, T: 9$,---+9’$ and T: 942--+9#2 
the functors defined as follows. For L E Y,, (TL), = TL,, for all n 2 0 and the operators of 
TL are those induced by the corresponding operators of L. For a map k : L--t Nc 9’, the 
map Tk : TL + TN E 9, is the induced one. Similarly for k’~Yfi and V E Yj2, (TX)(,) 
= TXC4, and (TV)C,, = TV(,, for all q, while the operators are again those induced by the 
operators of X and V respectively. A simple calculation yields that TX is indeed a spectrum 
and TV a bispectrum. 
EXAMPLES (12.5). In the notation of 12.3 
(i) G @ AFS, E 9, is the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(G, q). 
(ii) G @ AFS E 91 is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum KG, i.e. the abelian group 
spectrum such that (KG), = K(G, q) for all q 2 0. 
(iii) for L E Y’,, FL is the “loops on the suspension” of L in the sense of Milnor [9]. 
The use of the same symbol for a convergent functor and the functors induced by it, 
is consistent with the use of F in 4.3, 7.3, 12.3 and 12.5. It will not cause any confusion. 
$13. INDUCED FUNCTORS ON 9, 
We show that functors on Y, induced by convergent functors are very well-behaved 
in the stable range. 
DEFINITION (13.1). A statement involving an integer n will be called true in the stable 
range, if there is an integer p such that the statement is true in dimensions < 2n - p. For 
different statements the integers p may, of course, be different. In general we will not 
attempt to find the best possible value of p. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION (13.2). Let T be a convergent functor, let L E Y, have no non-degenerate 
simplices in dimension < n (except the base point), let B c L be a subcomplex and let L\B 
be the complex obtained from L by identifying the simplices of B with the appropriate 
degeneracies of the base point. Then the projection 
TL\TB + T(L\B) 
induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups in the stable range. 
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Proof. If A and Fare as in 12.3, then xi(AFN, *) x H,N for all NE 
the proposition follows from the Whitehead theorem ([5], p. 113) and 
PROPOSITION (13.3). If A and F are as in 12.3 and T, Band L as 
projection 
AF(TL\TB) + AFT(L\B) 
induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups in the stable range. 
9, and i. Hence 
in 13.2, then the 
The proof of proposition 13.3 makes use of cross-effect functors. As it is rather long 
it will be postponed till $16. 
PROPOSITION (13.4). Let T be a convergent functor and let k : L + N E 9, be such that 
(i) L and N have no non-degenerate simplices in dimension < n (except the base points) 
(ii) 7cik is an isomorphism in the stable range. Then the map Tk : TL -+ TN has the 
same properties. 
Proof. If I, and N satisfy the extension condition [6] then the proposition is not difficult 
to verify using [7]. The general case will now be proved by constructing a commutative 
diagram 
LkN 
I I 
i j’ I ,I 
QL Qk QN 
such that QL and QN satisfy the extension condition and Qk, l?‘Jj and Tj’ induce isomor- 
phisms of the homotopy groups in the stable range. 
Let QIL E 9, denote the largest complex containing L with no simplices in dimension 
< n (except *) and such that for every non-degenerate simplex 0 E Q,L 
either u EL 
or d,a EL for i # 0, d,a c$ L and QIL contains no other simplex r with dir = die for 
i # 0 and d,,z + L, 
or r~ + L and there is a unique simplex r E QIL such that d,z = CJ and d,z EL for i # 0. 
Similarly let Q2L = DQ,DL E Y, where D is as in the proof of 8.6. A straightforward 
calculation then yields that the inclusions j, : L -+ QIL and j, : L 4 Q2L induce isomor- 
phisms of all homotopy groups and that among the maps QIL\L+ QIL\L (resp. Q,L\L 
-+ Q,L\L) the identity map and the constant map are homotopic. Hence [7] xiT(QIL\L) 
= xiT(Q2L\L) = 0 for all i, while 13.3 implies that Tj, and Tj, induce isomorphisms of the 
homotopy groups in the stable range. Now let QL be the (infinite) union of the complexes 
(Q, QJ’L and let j : L ---f QL be the inclusion, then clearly Tj induces isomorphisms of the 
homotopy groups in the stable range. The map j’ : N + QN is obtained in the same manner 
and Qk : QL + QN is the map induced by k. Clearly (Qk)j = j’k and as j and j’ induce 
isomorphisms of all homotopy groups, Qk does so in the stable range. Also QL and QN 
satisfy the extension condition. 
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514. INDUCED FUNCTORS ON y)i. AND yb’ 
The basic properties of induced functors on 9/ and 9fi2 are that they preserve weak 
equivalences and fibrations and that, up to homotopy, they commute with the join. 
PROPOSITION (14.1). Let T be a convergent functor and let w : X + YE 9j be a weak 
equivalence. Then so is the map Tw : TX--t TY. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the maps TFw, Tf X and Tf Y are weak equivalences. 
That this is indeed the case follows from 4.8 by applying 13.4 to the subcomplexes 
E2,(F&, = W),, and G,@‘Y),, = WY),,, to G4x34 = x3, and FEZ&,, = (Fx& and 
to Ez4 Y,, c Y,, and FE,, Y,, c (FY),, respectively, where EzpL denotes the 2q-th Eilenberg 
subcomplex, i.e. the largest subcomplex of L with no non-degenerate simplices in dimension 
< 2q, except *. 
One proves in a similar manner 
PROPOSITION (14.2). Let T be a convergent functor and let t : V+ W E Yj2 be a weak 
equivalence. Then so is the map Tt : TV---t TW. 
PROPOSITION (14.3). Let T be a convergent functor and let X 3 Y 5 Z be a fibration. 
Then so is the sequence TX 3 TY % TZ. 
Proof. This follows readily from 4.8, 5.6 and 14.1 after applying 13.2 to the complexes 
E2qx3q and Ezq Y,,. 
For a convergent functor T, complex L E 9, and spectra A’, YE $6 we denote by 
respectively 
0 : L * TX -+ T(L * X) E 9fi 
and 
0: Y* TX + T(Y*X)E$$~ 
the maps such that for every p and q and a EL, (resp. Ycp,) and fi E TXc4, we have @a, fi) 
= (Ti,)p where i, : Xcq, + (L * X)cp+q+ l,(resp. (Y * X)(p+q+ 1) is the function given by 
a ---, (a, fx) for all CI E Xc4,. Then we have 
PROPOSITION (14.4). Let T be a convergent functor and let L E 9, and XE 9/. 
Then the map 
O:L*TX-t T(L*X)e9$, 
is natural and is a weak equivalence. 
COROLLARY (14.5). Let T be a convergent functor and let X, YE 9+. Then the maps 
0: Y*TX+T(Y*X)d@ 
and 
t3’=(Td)-‘Od: TYxX+ T(Y*X)+i2 
are natural and are weak equivalences. 
Proof. Naturality is obvious. That fI is a weak equivalence will be proved in three 
steps. 
H 
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(i) L=S,(2.6). For YE~# let v: Y+CY and w:CY+S,,* Y be given by 
U(I = (0, a), ~(0, o) = * and w(p, a) = (s~._~ . . . S&J, a) for all r~ E Y and p > 0. Then there 
is a commutative diagram. 
TXdCTx*S,*TX 
Ii* ]W j,tl 
TXATCXAT(S,*X) 
where 0” is defined as follows: if /I E TXc4, and iP : Xc4, - (CX)(,+,) denotes the function 
given by a--+ (p, cc), then W’(p, /?) = (Ti,)/?. As S, * Y and SY are naturally equivalent the 
upper row is a fibration. So is, by 14.3, the lower row. Moreover r&Y = 0 for all n and Y 
and hence (14.1) n,TCX = 0 for all n. Application of the five lemma [4] to the map between 
the two homotopy sequences yields that the map 6’ : So * TX+ T(S, * X) is a weak 
equivalence. 
(ii) L has a finite number of non-degenerate simplices. For NE 9, and B c N there 
is a commutative diagram 
B*TX j*TX + N*Tx p*TX (N\B)*Tx 
lo ,I I 
T(B * x) T(i*X) T(N * X)=+ T((N\B)* x) 
where j is the inclusion map and p the identification. Again the upper row is a fibration 
and so is, by 14.3, the lower one. Taking B = S,,, N = CS, and N\B = SS, = S,,, (2.6) 
one gets as above by induction on n that the proposition is true whenever L is an n-sphere, 
i.e. L has only one non-degenerate simplex (except *, of course). In order to prove the 
proposition in case L has any finite number of non-degenerate simplices, say k, take N = L 
and let B be a subcomplex with k - 1 non-degenerate simplices. Then N\B also has tk 
non-degenerate simplices and the proof proceeds as before by induction on k. 
(iii) The general case now follows from the fact that the functors *, T and z,, commute 
with direct limits of directed systems. 
915. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give some applications obtained by combining the properties of the 
reduced join with those of induced functors. First a definition 
DEFINITION (15.1). Two spectra _U, YE 9/ are said to have the same type if there 
exist maps X + Z, Y ---, Z E 9b which are weak equivalences. Notation X N Y. 
It is not difficult to verify, using the results of [8] that “being of the same type” is an 
equivalence relation. 
DROP'• SITION (15.2). L,et T be a convergent functor and let X, YE 9b. Then 
T(X/\Y)-XATY-TXAY 
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Proof. A slight variation of the argument used in 9.1 yields that the composite map 
T(X A Y) = T(F(X * Y))_, incl. (TF(X * Y))_, UTP(X*Y))-’ *(FTF(X* Y))_l 
is a weak equivalence. The first part of the proposition then follows from the fact that the 
composite map 
XATY=(F(X*TY))_,~(FT(X*Y))_,===+(FTF(X*Y))_I 
is so too, while duality yields the other part. 
PROPOSITION (15.3). Let T be a convergent functor and let X E yfi. Then the homology 
groups of TX depend only on the homology groups of X and on the functor T. 
This generalizes a result of Dold [l]. 
Proof. By 9.1 and 15.2 TX - T(S A X) - TS A X. The proposition now follows 
from 10.2. 
Another easy consequence of 9.1 and 15.2 is 
PROPOSITION (15.4). Let T and T’ be convergent functors and let XE .Y& Then 
TT’X- T’TX. 
DEFINITION (15.5). A spectrum X E y# is said to have no generalized k-invariants if 
there exists a YE $& such that X N AFY. It is said to have at most n generalized k-invariants 
if there exists a fibration X’ -+ X-+ X” such that X’ has at most n - 1 generalized 
k-invariants and X” has none. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION (15.6). Let T be a convergent functor and let X E y# have at most n 
generalized k-invariants. Then so does TX. 
Proof. If n = 0, then X- AFY for some Y and hence (15.4) 
TX - TAFY - ATFY - AFTY 
For n > 0 the proposition follows by induction on n using 14.3. 
516. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 13.3 
For the proof of proposition 13.3 we need the definition and some of the properties 
of the cross effects of functors from the category 4, to the category of abelian groups CC?_,. 
In the definition of the cross effects of a functor T : %A + 22” ([2], [3]) the only proper- 
ties of the first category used are 
(i) Q, is a category withJinite sums [7], 
(ii) gA is a category with a point, i.e. an object P such that for every object X E gA 
there is exactly one map X -+ P E ?JA, 
(iii) TP = 0. 
This definition can therefore also be applied to a functor T : .,4* -+ %A such that T{*} = 0. 
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The k-th cross effect (k = 1,2, . . .) of Tthen is a covariant functor in k variables Tk : A*, . . , 
A* + gA. They have the following important property. 
PROPOSITION (16.1). Let T : A, --+ 9, be a functor such that T{*} = 0, let M, M’ E J!* 
be such that M’ c M, let M” be the set obtained from M by identifying the elements of M’ 
with * and let j : M’ --+ M be the inclusion and p : M + M” the identification map. Then 
there is an exact sequence 
e,+,_* T,(M’, . . . , M’) + T+,(M’, . . . , M’, M) A . . . 
. . . 82 TIM’ + T,(M’, M) L TIMA TIM”+0 
which is natural with respect to the pair (M, M’) and where a,(~, 0) = (Tj)p for all p E TIM’. 
Proof. Let XE 9, be the complex which has as its only non-degenerate simplices a 
vertex cl,, for every ,U E M(*, being the base point) and a l-simplex pL1 for every p E M’, p # *, 
with faces d,,~, = /J,, and dip, = * and similarly let YE Y, have as its only non-degenerate 
simplices a vertex p0 for every p E M”. Ifw:X-+Yandv: Y--+X~Y*aresuchthat 
wp,, = (p&, for all ~1 E M and WV = i,, then it is not difficult to verify that VW and ix are 
homotopic and hence [7] so are the maps T(vw) and i,,. Consequently Tw induces isomor- 
phisms of the homotopy groups and as n,TY N - TM” and ziTY = 0 for i > 0, the same holds 
for the homotopy groups of TX. Let kTX be the chain complex given by (kTX) = TXi and 
dig = c( - I)jd,o for all d E TX, and all i, let DTX c KTX be the subcomplex generated by 
the degenerate simplices of TX and let NTX = (kTX)/(DTX). Then (see for instance [I]) 
HiNTX z n,TX for all i. The above results on x,TX therefore yield an exact sequence 
a,+t+ (NTX), o’i . . . -% (NTX), p+ (NTX), = TM A TM” + 0 
which is clearly natural with respect to the pair (M, M’). Let b : M -+ Xi be the map given 
byp+s,_, . ..~~~~andforO~j<iletb~.M’--tX~bethemapgivenby~~-_,~_~ ...$j... 
3,~~. Then these maps present Xi as a sum of one copy of M and i copies of M’ and the 
proposition now follows readily from the fact that this sum presentation of Xi induces 
an isomorphism 
(NTX)i x T-,(M’, . . . , M’) + T+l(M’, . . . , M’, M) 
which is natural with respect to the pair (M, M’). 
Proofqfproposition (13.3). Applying 16.1 to the pair (L, B) and the functor on 9, 
induced by the functor AFT : JZ* + 9* we get an exact sequence of abelian group complexes 
--% (AFT),B + (AFT),@, L) ao AFTL AFTp > AFT(L\B) --, 0 
As in [2], 6.10 one shows that (AFT),(B, . . . , B) and (AFT),(B, . . , B, L) are (kn - l)- 
connected. If xi(ker a,) # 0 for some i < 2n, then the exactness of the homotopy sequence 
of the fibre map (AFT),(B, B) + (AFT),(B, B, L) + ker d, implies that xi_ ,(ker a,) # 0. 
Repeating this one gets that n,_,(ker a,) # 0. As this is clearly impossible, ker 8, is (2n - l)- 
connected, a fact from which the proposition readily follows. 
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